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Caramel Sauce Demystif ied 
 
Ingredients: 
 
▪ 1 1/2 cups sugar 
▪ 1/2 cup water 
▪ 1 cup heavy cream 
▪ pinch of salt 
▪ 1/2 teaspoon vanilla 
 

Place the sugar in a heavy saucepan.  Then add the water around the edges of the 
pan and then swirl a little bit until all the sugar is wet, but avoid splashing water 
and sugar on the sides of the pan. 
 
Now I am going to tell you the 1st secret to making your own caramel 
sauce...turn up the heat as hot as your stovetop will go.  Then comes the 2nd 
secret to making your own caramel sauce.  Don't touch the pan.  I mean it. 
 Don't stir it, don't swirl it, just look at it and wait.  After a very short while, it 
will bubble up and the sugar will dissolve.  Still don't touch it!!  The liquid starts 
clear, but that's about to change.  Wait until you begin to see a slight color 
change at the edge of the pan.  At that point, and not before, you can pick up the 
pan and swirl it a little to make the color more uniform. 
 
Now things happen fast.  Keep watching the caramel and swirling it periodically. 
 You are looking for the right time to add the cream.  How will you know that 
the time is right?  There are three signs: color, smell and smoke.  You want a 
deep golden color, the smell of caramel/burnt sugar and a very light smoke 
coming off the surface of the liquid.  The darker the sugar, the richer the final 
caramel.  Much like toast, this caramel is best right before it is burned and 
ruined.  When you start to smell that caramel smell and see little wisps of smoke, 
remove the pan from the heat.  
 
Stir in the cream with a wooden spoon.  The addition of the cream will cause the 
caramel will bubble up dramatically.  Continue to stir and the bubbles will settle 
down.  Add the vanilla and the salt and give it one final stir. 
 
STORAGE:  Bring the caramel to room temperature and store in a sealed 
container to keep in the fridge for up to 2 weeks or the freezer for 3+ months. 


